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Climate extremes are expected to become more frequent and more intense, so that today's extremes may fall within normal background fluctuations in the future (Mora et al. 2013; Bahn et al. 2014). At the same time, new climate extremes will increase in magnitude and variability (Knapp et al. 2008). Extreme events can have important ecological consequences, as they can affect physiology and growth (Hueve et al. 2011), plant–insect interactions (McDowell et al. 2011), phenology and evolution (Gutschick and BassiriRad 2003), and soil carbon (C) exchange (Sowerby et al. 2008). Smith (2011) defined a climate extreme as a statistically rare event that can “alter ecosystem structure and/or function well outside the bounds of what is considered typical or normal variability”.

In a nutshell:
- Climate extremes are known to alter ecosystem function and structure
- Few experiments have intentionally exceeded known biological and biogeochemical tolerances to climatic extremes
- We advocate experimental designs that impose wide stress gradients that are designed to identify response thresholds
- Such experiments will guide mechanistic models, with the ultimate aim of projecting when climate extremes will provoke non-linear responses or cause ecosystems to pass tipping points
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Natural gradients and manipulations

Observations from persistent natural stress gradients (e.g., carbon dioxide [CO₂] springs, thermal gradients) are an important source of information for extreme-environments research and have provided initial insights into possible community, physiological, and biogeochemical responses to extreme changes in climate (Sagarin and Pauchard 2009). Sites where such gradients are present provide an opportunity to study long-term response patterns using natural archives such as tree rings, as well as short-term effects when experiments are initiated soon after system-altering events occur.

Geological CO₂ springs provide a natural gradient of atmospheric concentrations that is extreme in terms of both magnitude and duration; the study of such springs has improved our understanding of physiological responses, including acclimation of plants and ecosystems to high concentrations of CO₂. Vegetation that grows near these natural springs can experience CO₂ concentrations greater than 1000 parts per million near the source, decreasing gradually over hundreds of meters (Hättenschwiler et al. 1997; Tognetti et al. 2000). By comparing plant physiology and multidecadal stem growth of trees located near and far from CO₂ springs in the Mediterranean region, studies have revealed a weak or null effect of elevated CO₂ concentrations on tree growth, despite persistent effects on stomatal functioning (Hättenschwiler et al. 1997; Tognetti et al. 2000).

A new research project in Iceland (Figure 3) takes advantage of natural increases in soil temperature caused by volcanic activity to study ecosystem responses to soil warming. Such “hotspots” can relocate over time, potentially enabling researchers to look into both short-term (~ 5 years) and long-term (> 30 years) effects. The project is investigating both normal temperature gradients of only a few degrees Celsius and the effects of much greater warming (+10°C and higher) to detect thresholds and optima for different processes. Researchers are measuring a variety of biogeochemical and phenological parameters, such as decomposition rates, nitrous oxide (N₂O) fluxes, and radial tree growth. Particular emphasis is placed on processes that are sensitive to low temperature thresholds, as well as others that appear to share threshold levels (e.g., plant activity and mycorrhizal associations), with the aim of identifying possible linkages between them.
Although studies conducted along such natural gradients provide opportunities to examine long-term responses to specific drivers across a wide range of conditions, manipulation experiments that artificially impose extreme conditions allow researchers to isolate mechanisms and identify response thresholds (Figure 4). Previous experiments of this kind have yielded valuable information about biological and biogeochemical responses, including the responses of plants exposed to elevated ultraviolet radiation (Paul 2000) and ecosystems subjected to a gradient from preindustrial to high future CO$_2$ concentrations (Grünzweig and Körner 2001). Here, we focus on a few particularly successful examples of such manipulations.

Hoover et al. (2014) performed an ecosystem-level manipulation experiment that tested the effects of extreme drought and short-term heating on the annual aboveground net primary production (ANPP) of grasslands. Using long-term climate data, they were able to determine extreme environmental conditions for both precipitation and temperature before the experiment began. Grassland ANPP was significantly reduced as a result of drought, whereas temperature did not have a detectable direct effect, demonstrating that imposed extremes can lead to different ecological responses (Smith 2011). Interestingly, the authors also found that the grassland in question achieved pre-treatment ANPP levels during a recovery period in the following growing season. They attributed this to a shift in dominant species, which compensated for the loss of production associated with the former dominant species. This study showed how manipulation experiments can be used to understand the mechanisms behind community responses to climate extremes and how these responses manifest themselves in ecosystem function – in this case in ecosystem resilience.

Two studies that examined the mechanisms of drought-induced tree mortality (Hartmann et al. 2013; Sevanto et al. 2014) provide an example of an innovative manipulation experiment that pushed organisms to physiological extremes. The authors tested the role of C starvation (when metabolic demand outweighs available C) versus hydraulic failure (when plant water and transport levels decrease below a threshold that supports cellular function; McDowell 2011). The physiological responses of the trees to drought and C starvation, as well as the effects on hydraulic transport and carbohydrate status, were tracked until tree death. Ultimately, these studies concluded that trees can withstand a low C supply far longer than they can endure persistent drought conditions. These studies highlight the potential benefits of using extreme treatment levels; they identified both gradual responses that corresponded to drivers (CO$_2$ levels and drought stress) as well as an abrupt response (ie leaf water potential in Sevanto et al. [2014]) corresponding to a physiological threshold.

### Ideas for the future

The goal of the experiments proposed here is to establish physiological, phenological, community, and biogeochemical thresholds by assessing organism, community, and ecosystem responses along natural or experimental gradients that span a broad range of ecological conditions, including extremes. To accomplish this, scientists must move away from conducting experiments using the conventional, single-treatment-level-plus-control approach and instead evaluate – in real time – physiological and biogeochemical responses to treatments that extend beyond normal levels (Bahn et al. 2014). Researchers need to find ways to overcome the technical limitations that often curtail extreme manipulations. These experiments should include a modeling strategy before the experiment, during the planning phase, and after the experiment for analyzing the results and assessing the models used to generalize the processes under investigation. Our general understanding of responses to extreme conditions will be further improved if researchers conduct coordinated measurements that are comparable across systems, enabling cross-site analyses, similar to what has already been established for flux data (Baldocchi et al. 1996).

A stress gradient imposed through discrete steps will help to identify non-linearities and the thresholds of...
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Ecosystem responses, which are otherwise difficult to detect through single-treatment experiments. Previous manipulation experiments have applied one or more levels of environmental stress but only a few have applied treatments that produce strong gradients of different conditions (Hoeppner and Dukes 2012). The capacity to iteratively adjust treatments to achieve a desired range of physiological and biogeochemical responses (i.e., response-driven treatment levels) is one advantage of studying responses along a gradient. This optimization can, in turn, lead to capturing a threshold response resulting from an incremental shift in a treatment level, thus providing an endpoint to the expected biological or biogeochemical response (Figure 4). From such experiments that include climate extremes with regards to both the overall treatment mean values and the degree of variability, we can then quantify unexpected multiple non-linear responses. Ultimately, these results can be used to better represent biological responses to extreme stress levels and improve model predictions.

Thresholds can be expressed at different levels of organization. For example, at the organismal level, thresholds may not be apparent until death (e.g., in the case of water tension in drought-stressed trees; Sevanto et al. 2014) or dormancy in the case of microbes (Jones and Lennon 2010). Approaches from other disciplines, such as “lethal dose” (LD), can be used to describe species’ thresholds in climate-change studies. For instance, Larcher et al. (2010) looked at levels of damaged plant tissue (identifying the LD to 0%, 50%, and 100% of plant test subjects) associated with frost stress to understand alpine plant survival under extreme temperatures. At the community level, thresholds can be identified through changes in community composition that cascade through the ecosystem, altering its structure. These ecological response variables include changes in resilience, disturbance regimes, and invasibility, as well as changes in biophysical attributes, such as canopy height or soil hydrophobicity (Figure 5). Furthermore, how changes in communities and organisms manifest in biogeochemical cycles or emergent properties, such as diversity, is relevant to understanding extreme events (Figure 6); Fuchslueger et al. (2014) used stable isotopes to investigate meadow ecosystem responses to extended drought, observing that the drought induced changes in the active microbial communities. The authors found that drought plots had greater microbial biomass but received less of the labeled C isotope, illustrating the complexity of the relationship between community dynamics and biogeochemical cycles.

Models: a tool for experimental design and analysis

Models synthesize the current mechanistic and conceptual understanding of ecosystems and can be useful at different stages of the proposed manipulation experiments. For example, at the design stage, models can help predict the stress level associated with a physiological or biogeochemical threshold response. Conversely, experimental results can be used to validate current modeling assumptions concerning mechanisms of ecosystem response under extreme stress. In this section, we briefly discuss

Figure 4. Conceptual model of thresholds related to environmental stress (ρ) and the subsequent system response (a); adapted from Lenton (2011), and how these are linked to possible responses to extreme climate experiments (b). The different colors along the response trajectory refer to normal climate variations that are the focus of monitoring or conventional experiments (blue), extreme stress experiments (yellow), and non-linear responses of the system or possible death of the study organism (red). The line following the non-linear response (black) indicates a new system state or structure, which may or may not be included in the manipulation experiment. The same color scheme holds for the bottom panel in which three example experiments are illustrated (one control and two treatments). If experiments were tailored solely for recent climate conditions (blue), then the experiment might miss threshold behavior and the uncertainty in response trajectory once the threshold stress level is passed. Black circles represent sampling points along an imposed stress gradient, which we argue is a clear strategy for capturing biological and biogeochemical thresholds, in contrast to experiments that consider only one stress level.
the benefits and limitations of using models as tools for experimental design and post-experiment synthesis.

To guide the design of these experiments, we recommend using mechanistic models that simulate different dynamics of vegetation and/or biogeochemistry and their responses to external forcings. Mechanistic models allow researchers to speculate beforehand about the magnitude of responses to the applied treatments and can guide decisions regarding monitoring additional variables or states that have not previously been considered. However, particularly during the design of extreme manipulations, the results from mechanistic models should be regarded as a supporting tool and should be viewed with caution. This is largely because model simulations can differ greatly from the measured responses after the experiment, especially when ecosystems experience unprecedented conditions. Abrupt responses and “breaking points” (e.g., Figure 4a) in models can originate from (1) parameterized thresholds for environmental variables (e.g., minimum temperature for survivorship, maximum water potential for cavitation) or (2) a combination of multiple non-linear processes (e.g., C starvation, species disappearance). In the first case, models are unlikely to provide new insights, while in the second case, models should be able to integrate processes that are individually understood and reproduce emergent and non-linear responses. If the model cannot capture complex ecosystem responses, then the mechanistic representations of one or more of the individual processes are not completely understood and will require further investigation.

Ultimately, models can be used to help interpret experimental results, which should, in turn, inform model structure (Beier 2004). A model that is able to capture the essential effects of the experimental treatment – without fundamentally changing the model – will demonstrate a robust predictive capability (at least for the specific treatment applied). Despite the growing number of environmental manipulation experiments, few modeling studies have compared the performance of multiple models in reproducing treatment conditions (e.g., Fatichi and Leuzinger 2013; McDowell et al. 2013). Such comparisons have great value, as they can provide fundamental tests of the predictive capabilities of models.

General guidelines

We recommend the following general elements for experiments designed to determine thresholds at the organism, community, and ecosystem level. As emphasized by Smith (2011), knowledge of preexisting environmental conditions is necessary to consider the breadth of the stress gradient (e.g., different colors in Figure 4a) to be imposed. Mechanistic models can be used beforehand to avoid treatments for which responses are unlikely to be detected due to limitations in accuracy and precision of the planned measurements and a limited number of replicates. During the experiment, different measurements of ecological responses in process, structure, and function (Figure 5) should be made along the gradient (Figure 4b). For example, canopy wilting is a simple observation that can help identify a moisture stress threshold that may be complemented by continuous process measurements such as plant transpiration and soil water potential; additional examples are provided in Figure 5. The level of biological organization must also be considered, as climate extremes can lead to changes in dominant species (Allen and Breshears 1998), which, in turn, may substantially alter ecosystem functioning (although not necessarily; see Hoover et al. 2014). As a final step, experimental results can be used with models to optimize how biological processes are represented within the model.

Conclusions

Applying manipulation experiments across wide treatment ranges – even those considered unrealistic – will help to characterize the full spectrum of responses to climate extremes and will bring the field of ecology a major step forward in predicting ecosystem responses to future climate scenarios (Knapp et al. 2008). Previous studies, using naturally occurring or intentionally extreme treatments, have paved the way for the implementation of this strategy. Our recommendations – applying a gradient

Figure 5. Matrix of potential ecological responses and accompanying measurements. The ecological response is ordered along biological complexity (organism, community, ecosystem) and type of response (process, structure, function). Also shown are discrete and continuous measurements that coincide with the imposed gradient (Figure 4) and may complement ecological response observations. Many measurements made at the organismal level can also be made at higher levels.
Approach including extreme conditions, establishing a common measurement platform, and modeling both before and after experiments – are intended to refine this strategy.

Risk is inherent in such experiments, since permanent damage to the subjects is to be expected when they are exposed to the most extreme conditions. Moreover, there are many technical challenges involved in detecting incremental changes in subject responses. Yet high-risk endeavors can often lead to greater payoffs and new discoveries. Implementing the proposed experiments will advance our mechanistic and conceptual understanding of ecosystem function, which is especially relevant given the accelerating rate of climate change.
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